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GPS Tracking Device & Monitoring 

We provide web based GPS tracking services for vehicles and other assets. 
We are equipped with world class software having enhanced features of tracking reports, 
SMS and email alerts, geo-zones, sensors etc. and providing solutions to individuals, travel 
agents, transporters, schools etc.  
The Company is committed to deliver services with great sincerity and customer satisfaction 
is the only object. 
Features 

 Web based tracking i.e. view from any computer from any where  
 Current position with speed of vehicle on computer/ mobile (Real Time Tracking) 
 Different maps available for better geographical coverage 
 Immobilization of vehicle any time from any place through SMS 
 Reports regarding journey start, journey end, over speed, idle condition etc. 
 View and print reports of vehicle on detailed Maps for last 3 months 
 SMS / email alerts for journey start, journey end, over speed, idle condition etc. 
 Route Mapping and geo-fencing to control movement of the vehicle  
 Multiple shaped geo-fences for better control        
 Find the nearest vehicle available to any point  
 Mark your own places on the map 
 Keep records for fuel filling, service, maintenance, insurance etc. 
 Keep data of drivers and attach with vehicles for better reporting. 

Application 
 Transport Company 
 Fuel Tankers 
 Corporate 
 Bus & Taxi Operators 
 Tour & Travel Companies 
 Fleet Owners 
 Construction Company 
 School Transport 

and many more…. 
 

Benefits 
 Provides Security 
 Increases efficiency 
 Better Time Management 
 Reduces maintenance 
 Route Controlling 
 Consistent Delivers 

and many more…. 
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